Incorporation of nested frailties into semiparametric multi-state models.
Proportional hazards models are among the most popular regression models in survival analysis. Multi-state models generalize them by jointly considering different types of events and their interrelations, whereas frailty models incorporate random effects to account for unobserved risk factors, possibly shared by clusters of subjects. The integration of multi-state and frailty methodology is an interesting way to control for unobserved heterogeneity in the presence of complex event history structures and is particularly appealing for multicenter clinical trials. We propose the incorporation of correlated frailties in the transition-specific hazard function, thanks to a nested hierarchy. We studied a semiparametric estimation approach based on maximum integrated partial likelihood. We show in a simulation study that the nested frailty multi-state model improves the estimation of the effect of covariates, as well as the coverage probability of their confidence intervals. We present a case study concerning a prostate cancer multicenter clinical trial. The multi-state nature of the model allows us to evidence the effect of treatment on death taking into account intermediate events.